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Move seamlessly between practical
guidance and research content
At Thomson Reuters, we know that the pressures and challenges facing lawyers are
continually increasing, resulting in you having to work harder to find the answers you
need with less time on your side. What’s more, with the ever changing legal landscape
and a diverse array of information sources, it can feel an impossible task to keep up to date
and check you’re working with the latest information.
The introduction of Westlaw UK cases, legislation and journals is designed to help users of
both services overcome these challenges by combining primary and secondary law content
with practical guidance in one place. We are streamlining your research process, pointing you
in the right direction and bringing you one step closer to the content in your subscription. It’s
trusted answers at your fingertips.
And, this is just the first step in bringing together research and know-how solutions from
Thomson Reuters. Through a significant programme of product development, Practical Law
and Westlaw UK will be further integrated to provide you with a more intuitive experience.

How do you benefit?
Get more from your
subscriptions

Prepare for upcoming
developments

Make the most of your subscriptions
by seamlessly accessing marketleading legal research and expert
know-how, all from within Practical
Law. Take advantage of new features,
gain swift access to need-to-know
content and easily navigate to
related resources within the familiar
Practical Law interface, without
needing to log into Westlaw UK.

As Brexit changes the legal
landscape, it is vital that you can
quickly identify changes to the law
and understand how these changes
will affect you, your organisation
and the industry. Practical Law
and Westlaw UK are continually
updated by our expert editorial
team and cohesively linked,
giving you confidence that you’re
working with the most up-to-date
information and making your
research time more effective.

Designed with you in mind
Experience significant document
display and functionality
enhancements designed to make
Westlaw UK content easier to
navigate, increase visibility of
important information, and improve
your access to key features within
Practical Law. So, not only is the
content more accessible, but it’s
truly optimised for your viewing.

Benefit from
Practical Law’s
intuitive functionality

Save valuable time and
increase your productivity

Practical Law is equipped with
tools and features to make locating,
organising and analysing your
content a breeze. Make Westlaw UK
documents your own by adding
annotations, sharing with colleagues,
and adding primary law and practical
guidance to folders.

By accessing cases, legislation and
journals in your subscription instantly
within Practical Law, you can find the
answers you need with less clicks,
less scrolling and less hassle.

Note, relevant Practical Law UK and
Westlaw UK subscriptions are required
for access.

Westlaw UK content in numbers…
Users of both Practical Law and Westlaw UK have the ability to seamlessly browse and
access a wealth of Westlaw UK content, all from within Practical Law.
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500,000+

360,000+

200,000+

case analysis documents

law reports

judgments
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2 million+

100,000+

legislation provision
documents

acts/SIs/measures/bills
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1 million+

150,000+

journal documents

full-text documents

Watch the video to find out more

Note: Westlaw UK Insight, Current Awareness, EU materials, IDS Brief journal and Criminal Law Weekly
journal, Grey Materials and the explanatory memorandum are only available via the Westlaw UK website.

Finding Westlaw UK content
Practical Law works hand in hand with Westlaw UK to help you spend less time digging and more time doing.
Westlaw UK content is intuitively organised within Practical Law, and can be accessed in several ways.

1

Access via topic pages
Explore ‘Editor’s picks’ on
topic pages in Practical
Law, where our editorial
team use their expertise and
insight to highlight the most
relevant case law, legislation
materials and journals. The
content has been organised
by topic to help you find what
you need with ease.

2

Access via
Practical Law
resources
Navigate to supporting cases
and legislation directly from
Practical Law maintained
resources, allowing you to
delve deeper and examine
the law for yourself.

COMING NEXT
Access via search
The next step in integrating our research and know-how solutions will enable you
to search for Westlaw UK cases, legislation and journals from within Practical Law. You
will be able to run a single search across Practical Law and Westlaw UK, and quickly
narrow down results by content type and other key parameters.

Key features and functionality
The document display, features and navigation of Westlaw UK content within Practical Law provide the optimal
research experience.

Document display

Intuitive navigation

The optimised document display makes the most
important details and features more visible and
user friendly. Plus, with new features to show case
summaries and article abstracts, you can grasp
the need-to-know information in seconds and
streamline your research experience.

Practical Law’s interface is simple and intuitive,
providing quick access to the features and information
you need. Use the table of contents, improved labelling,
navigation arrows for legislation and breadcrumb
trail to seamlessly browse through the website.

Personalisation features

Folders

Collect and browse information in a single place with
features unique to Practical Law. Add comments and
links to Westlaw UK documents to capture a wealth
of information on one, easy-to-navigate interface.
What’s more, you can browse your history, share
full-text documents and specified sections with
ease, and much more.

Folders are your corner of the service where you can
store your legal resources. Create folders to collate,
organise and analyse your primary and secondary
resources on a particular topic – it’s perfect for those
looking to learn about unfamiliar areas of law, share
research findings, and track for CPD purposes.

Seamless linking

Clear status icons

Get where you need to go without barrier or distraction,
thanks to Practical Law and Commentary References
in Westlaw UK content. You can seamlessly navigate
to Practical Law resources, books and journals where
cases and legislation are cited to see the full picture.

The status icons on cases and legislation materials
have been modernised and made more prominent
within Practical Law, so you can easily tell the status
of the materials.

For more information
Please contact your dedicated Account Manager or alternatively:
Email: info.practicallaw@thomsonreuters.com
Visit: legal-solutions.co.uk/researchonpracticallaw
Get started: uk.practicallaw.tr.com

WHY TR?
Thomson Reuters delivers intelligence, technology and human expertise you need
to find trusted answers. We provide best-in-class legal solutions to help you work faster and
smarter: Practical Law™ for expert know-how; Westlaw® UK for the most powerful, accurate
legal search; and more. To learn more about legal solutions from Thomson Reuters, visit
legal-solutions.co.uk
Correct at time of publication: September 2017. 5261401D
Note, relevant Practical Law UK and Westlaw UK subscriptions are required to benefit from this enhancement.

